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R _. _m ABSTRACT

_ '_'_ _ g To support the development of a refined human reliability analysis (I-IRA)framework,
-"_"_ _' _ _ to address identified HRA user needs and improve HRA modeling, unique aspects ofo_-.

" _- _ _ _" [_ humanperformancehave been identified from an analysis of actualplant-specific events.
" " _" _ g _ Through the use of the refined framework, relationshipsbetween the following HRA,

_ o human factorsand probabilisticrisk assessment(I'RA) elementswere described:the PRA

_"_ g _ o,,_ _ mechanisms, andperformanceshapingfactors (PSFs). The event analyses performed in" " _ "_. _ _ model, plant states, plant conditions, PRA basic events, unsafe human actions, error

•* _" _ x'" _ _ the context of the refined HRA framework, identified the need for new HRA methods
thatarecapableof:evaluatinga rangeofdifferenterrormechanisms(e.g.,slipsaswell
as mistakes);addressingerrorsof commission(EOCs) and dependenciesbetween human
actions;and incorporatingthe influenceof plantconditionsand multiplePSFs on human
actions. This reportdiscusses the results of the assessmentof user needs, the refinement
of the existing HRA framework, as well as, the current status on EOCs, and human
dependencies.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

As partof an NRC sponsored programevolving from an assessmentof human reliability issues
in Low Power and Shutdown(LP&S)operations in nuclearpower plants (NPPs), an improved approach
to human reliabilityanalysis (HRA) is currentlybeing developed. This approachwill be consistent with
and reflect human behavior based on detailed analysis of actual events that have been encoded into the
HumanAction ClassificationScheme (HACS). It is intendedto be fully integratedwith probabilisticrisk
assessment (PRA) methodology and to enable a betterassessmentof the humancontributionto plant risk,
both duringLP&S and at-power operations.

Weaknesses in existing HRA methods and specific areas for concentrated development were
identifiedbased on the insightsgained from the studyof humanreliabilityissues in actual events and from
experience in applying existing HRA methods. A detailed program plan outline for producing an
integratedHRA/PRA methodology that addressesthese weaknesses has been developed. NUREG/CR-
6093 provides details on the humanreliability issues and the associated programplan outline.

*Work performedunderthe auspicesof the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission.
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This report details progress to date beyond that presented at the 2001 Water Reactor Safety
Meeting (October 1992) with respect to each program plan task. Specifically, this report discusses an
assessment of user needs, the refinement of an existing HRA framework, the characterization and
representation of errors of commission (EOCs), and the development of an approach to deal with
dependency between human actions. This report also identifiesanticipated follow-on efforts including
the development of a quantification process and implementation guidelines as well as, a demonstration
of the guidelines and methodology.

2.0 ASSESSMENT OF USER NEEDS

Through the assessment of user needs, several findings that the integrated HRA/PRAmethodology
should address were identified. These findings included the need for:

• Developing a morerealisticrepresentationof the dynamic natureof the human-systeminteraction,
especially duringresponse to accidents;

• Facilitating realistic evaluationof multiplefactors influencing humanperformance;and

• Providing consistentand repeatableresults that minimize resource requirements.

3.0 APPROACH FOR DEVELOPING AN HRA FRAMEWORK

In supportof developing a new HRA frameworkto address the user needs described above and
improve HRA modeling, it was recognized that the unique aspects of human performance must be
identified.. Review and analyses of actual LP&S and at-power events provided the best vehicle for
obtaining a general understandingof the dynamic natureof the human-systeminteraction.

The strategyof using actualplant-specificevents as a basis for the developmentof the new HRA
framework and improved HRA methods, was to provide a realism which has been missing in the
treatmentof humanperformance in PRA models. In addition, these analyses also providedthe basis for
identifyingmore specific requirementsof HRA methods such as which classes of human actions (e.g.,
initiators, pre-accident errors, recoveries) and performance shaping factors (PSFs) are important.
Significant differences between humanperformance duringLP&S and that duringat-power operations
also were identified.

3.1 Data Analysis Strategy

The following steps were implementedfor analyzing actual plant-specific events: (1) selection
of data sources, (2) developmentof an analysis tool, (3) event analyses, and (4) review and verification
of analysis results. The data sources used for the analysis of LP&S events were full-text LERs identified
as significantin NUREG-1449, NRC AugmentedInspectionTeam(AIT) and IncidentInvestigationTeam
(liT) reports, and AEOD Human Performancereports. NRC event-based reports (i.e., AITs and IITs)
and AEOD reportswere the source of data for at-powerevents. The analysis tool developed is called
the Human Action Classification Scheme (HACS) which is described in detail in NUREG/CR-6093.

HACS is based, in part, upon a variety of previously defined schemes and was developed in
conjunctionwith the review of full-text licensee event reports(LERs). The resultantscheme is capable
of documentingthe relevant, availableplant-specific information,such as thatprovided in full-text LERs.
For example, HACS documentsthe following: the numberof humanactionsinvolved in a particularevent
and, for each human action, the action class (e.g., initiator, recovery), error mode (i.e., errors of



omission or commission), errormechanisms (e.g., slip, mistake), location (i.e., in-control room or ex-
control room), activity being performed (e.g., maintenance,operation, testing), and the effect of the
action (i.e, active or latent). For recovery actions, the locationand time for performingrecovery actions
is also recorded.

Additional HACS fields which contribute to the concise but descriptive record of each event
include: unit status, event time, noteworthy plant conditions (e.g., unusual plant configurations,
importantequipmentout-of-service), system and componentinvolved, automaticequipment response to
event, the uniqueness to LP&S or at-power, an assessment of event significance, and the corrective
actions taken. Table 1 provides a listing of all the HACS databasefields.

Table 1. HACS Database Fields

Field l-Event or Document Identification Field 15-HumanAction Descriptor

Field 2-Event Description Summary Field 16-ErrorMode

,ll ,,. H ,

Field 3-Event Date and Time Field 17-ErrorType

, . |l i , i ,,H, ,

Field 4-Plant Type/Vendor Field 18-Active/LatentEffect

Field 5-Unit Status Field 19-PerformanceShaping Factors

Field 6-Noteworthy Plant Conditions Field 20-RecoveryTime

Field 7-Other Unit(s) Status Field 21-Recovery Locus

Field 8-Human Action Number& Description Field 22-Recovery Origin

i . ,..,|,m

Field 9-Responsible Personnel Type Field 23-Related AutomaticEquipment
Response

, i ,|, i,

Field 10-Event Activity Field 24-Fission Products BarrierBreached/
Threatened

i .| ,,

Field I l-Human Action Location Field 25-Other Effects

Field 12-System Identification Field 26-Event Initiator
|, , ,, .

Field 13-ComponentIdentification Field 27-Unique to OperatingState
,|, H,, ,

Field 14-Displays/Controls/Instruments Field 28-Corrective Action Taken
Identification



Using the HACS informationfields, three databases have been createdfor recordingthe analysis
results of the analyses for LP&S PWR, LP&S BWR, and at-power events, respectiveiy. Although
relatively few events (i.e., 32 PWRLP&S events, 32 BWRLP&S events, 14 at-powerevents)have been
analyzed so far, the datasources selected, especially event-basedNRC reports, have been chosen for the
unique depth and breadtl". f detail that they provide. In addition, work is continuing to add events and
associated human performance informationto the data bases.

Because of the numberand variety of informationfields contained in the HACS, analysis results
encoded in the three data bases can be "sliced" or combined in numerous ways. The results and
accompanying discussiongiven below specifically identify the insights thatcan be derivedby viewing the
_lataanalyses in the context of the new HRA framework.

4.0 HRA FRAMEWORK

In PRAs for NPP, HRAs requireconsiderationof a variety of factors, includingthe plant state
(as representedin the PRA), the equipmentbeingoperatedor maintained,humansystem interfaceaspects
associated with the task(s) being performed as well as situationspecific PSFs. While these factors have
been implicitly incorporatedin HRA studies performed to date, they have never been formaUyspecified
in any of the existing HRA methods. In order to address these HRA limitations and accommodate
previously identified concerns associated with modeling EOCs and human dependencies (NUKEG/CR-
6093), it was necessary to develop an explicit framework of how HRA and PRA modeling are related.

The purposeof the HRA framework is to providea logical and explicit basis for the development
of rules for incorporatinghuman failure events into PRAs that are consistent with knowledge about the
consequences andrates of occurrenceof different types of humanerrors. In order for the framework to
best describethe relationshipsbetween human errorsas consideredin the behavioral sciences and human
failure events as considered in the PRA systems-analysis tasks, an existing frameworkwas selected and
refined. The refinement is based on, and has been initiated by, the review of significant operational
events as described above and the desire to make any new developments in HRA more representativeof
real-world events.

Once refined, this framework provideda basis for incorporatingdifferentkindsof human errors
into the evaluationof various human failureevents. It furtherprovided an indicationof the kindsof data
relationships that will be required to produce a working HRA/PRA methodology. This framework,
therefore, is essential for tasks involving the representationof EOCs and dependency as well as the
quantificationprocess which are discussed in Sections 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 respectively. The following
discusses the existing HRA frameworkand its developmentinto the refined HRA framework.

4.1 Existing FramfwQrk

Figure 1 presents a descriptionof the relationshipsbetween HRA andPRA activitiesas typically
performed today. The buildingblocks of the PRA model are the basic events. These basic events include
different failure modes of components and subcomponentsthat, in combination, lead to failures of
systems. The basic events are combined in the fault trees according to the definitions of system and
functional failures. Combinationsof fault trees are representedin the PRA event trees accordingto the
plant state beinganalyzed (suchas a LOCA or other accidentscenario) to describecombinationsthatlead
to unacceptableaccidentconditions such as core damage.
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In this framework, human errors are one of the constituents of basic events that lead to system
or functional failures, as in "Operatorfails to open recirculationsuction valve" leading to failure of
re.circulationflow in a small-break LOCA.

These human errors, comprising basic events, are broadly undifferentiated;that is, no major
differences between various errors are considered. They are, for the most part, identified simply with
descriptionssuch as "Operatorfails to _" or "Maintenancetechnicianfails to restore _'. In manyPRAs
they are evaluated on the basis of a small set of common PSFs. These PSFs, for example, have included
the timescale for actions, the effectiveness of annunciators,and the ability of a second person checking
the first. While some PRA studies have incorporatedother PSFs, they have been primarily subjectively
developed. In addition, these PSFs have been applied frequently to large groupings of human error
events with little considerationas to the specific kindsof errors they cause or influence.

The human performance issues are addressedin the context of the accident scenario defined by
the plant state in the PRA. For example, the final HRA quantificationis performed on a "outset-by-
outsetn basis, especially where the quantificationfor post-accident responses is based on a timescale
availablefor action. Cutsets are the boolean logic statements resulting from the event-tree models that
define a unique combination of basic failure events that would cause the accident. One cutset may
represent a combinationof failures associated with a pump in one train anda valve in another train, and
failureof the operators to restore operation. The timescale available for operators to recover the valve
close to the control room in time to prevent core damage in that cutset (and hence the probabilityof
recovery) may be quite differentfrom a cutset that involved accessing some remote area of the plant.
Although currentPRAs do attempt to incorporatesituation-specific factors that may influence human
performance, improvementsare necessary to more realistically accommodatethe influenceof plant state
on human performance.

4.2 R¢fint_ilHRA Framework

Figure 2 presents the elements of the refined framework as presently conceived. The refined
HRA framework revises the relationships between human errors, their causes, and the basic events
modeled in PRAs. The most importantchanges lie in the addition of explicit identificationof multiple
error mechanisms as causes of human errors, and the role that plant condit;ons play in forcing the
occurrence of human errors.

Specifically, the revised framework describes relationshipsbetween the following elements: the
PRA model (i.e., faulttrees, eventtrees), plantstates (i.e., those definitions or constraintson operational
modes modeled, model assumptions, initiating events, etc.), plantconditions (e.g., LP&S-specificplant
configurations, system unavailabilities),PRA basic events, unsafe acts, human error mechanisms, and
PSFs.

The following discusses those framework elements that have been added or revised. These
elements will be discussed in terms of: the change in terminology of "humanerrors" to "unsafeactions,"
the additionof error mechanisms, the refinementof PSFs and PRA basic event, and the additionof plant
conditions, respectively.

4.2.1 Unsafe Actions

The term "human error" has been used interchangeably with "human failure event" by PRA
analysts for nearly two decades. The term refers to a basic event involving a lack of action, or an
inappropriateaction, taken by operations, maintenance, or other staff member, that leads the plant to a



less-safe state. However, the term "humanerror", when used by behavioral scientists, can refer to quite
different aspects in human behavior. These aspects can be in conflict with those intendedby the PRA
analyst. In particular, the PRA concern is only that an unsafe conditionresults; the reasons why that
occurred are of generally limited concern to the PRA. In contrast, from the behavioral perspective, the
consequenceof the erroris generally of limited interestwhen comparedto the underlying causesof such
error.

For the purposes of makingexplicitly clear the concern to the PRA, the refined frameworkdoes
not refer to human errors, it refers instead to "unsafeactions." Unsafe actions ate those actions taken
by people that lead the plant into a less-safe state. Unsafe actions also includeactions not taken (the so-
called errors of omission). Unsafe actions imply nothing aboutwhether the action taken (or not taken)
was a "humanerror', to avoid the inference of blame or that the human was the root cause of the
problem. As will be,described later, people ate often "setup" by circumstancesand conditions to take
the actions that were unsafe. In those circumstances,the human did not commit an error in the every-day
sense of the term; they were doing what was the %orrect"thing as it seemed at the time.

i

4.2.2 E_Qr Mechanisms

The unsafe acts that are contributorsto importantPRA basic events can be consideredthe results
of specific error mechanisms. The differenterror mechanismsdefined in the refined HRA framework
are: slips/lapses, mistakes, and circumventions. These different error mechanisms provide reasons for
failing to perform an action, or performing some other unsafe act. Consequently, there ate important
differences between these error mechanisms, both as to the conditions underwhich they can occur and
their potential impacton risk. The following provides a summaryof the distinctionsbetween the classes
of error mechanisms, based on work by Reason (1990).

Slips and [apses lead to unsafe actions where the outcome of the action was not what was
intended. Skippinga step in a procedureor reversing the numbersin an identificationlabel ate examples
of lapses and slips, respectively. Both ate errorsassociated with what has been termed skill-based level
of performance. This level of performance is associated with the predominantlyautomaticcontrol of
routineand highly-practicedactions. The significance to risk of these errormechanisms seems to be quite
small for the simple fact that these actions, not being as intended, are easily recognized by the person
involved and (in most circumstances) easily corrected. HRA methods like the Technique for Human
ErrorRate Prediction frHERP) (NUREG/CR-1278)addressslips and lapses as their primary focus.

For unsafe actions where the action was as intended, there are two broad classes of error
mechanisms. The first is where, while the action was as intended, the intention was wrong. For
example, the operatormay have misdiagnosedthe plant conditionand is following the procedurefor the
wrong condition. The consequentialactions ate mistakes. The second is wherea persondecides to break
some rule (even though the rule is known to them) for what seems to be a good (or at least benign)
reason, such as reversing the steps in a procedure to simplify the task. Unsafe actions in this last
category are circumventions. It should be noted that acts of sabotage are distinctfrom circumventions
in terms of the intended consequence.

Mistakes ca,n be considered rule-basedor knowledge-based dependingon whether the task is
demanding rule-base_ior knowledge-based performance;that is, whether documented or trained instruc-
tions are being followed (as in almost all NPP activities important to safety) or whether the person
involved is relyingon technicalandspecialistknowledge(as in generalizedtroubleshooting). Rule-based
mistakes ate further subdivided as to whether the wrong rules are being followed (e.g., following
misdiagnosis), or the rules are the "correct''ones butcontainomissions or errors.



Mistakesareperhapsthe mostsignificantto riskbecausetheyare beingfollowedpurposefully
by the user, who has limitedcues that there is a problem. Indicationscontradictingthe erroneous
diagnosisareoften dismissedas for instance,"instrumenterrors." Often it takesanoutsiderto the
situationto identifythe natureof the problemashappenedatThreeMileIsland. ExistingHRAmethods
addressslips/lapsesand, to a lesser extent, mistakes. However,mistakes are the dominanterror
mechanismforLP&Sconditions,as documentedinboththe PWRandthe BWRLP&SHACSdatabases.

Circumventionsare potentiallysignificantcontributorsto riskin thatunanalyzedconditionscan
resultfromunexpectedcombinationsof errorsand circumventions.However,two conditionsseem to
mitigatethispotential.First,thepersoncommittingthecircumventionis (usually)awarethattheaction
has occurred and can bring any significantconsequenceto the attentionof other staff (attitudesto
punishmentcan heavilyinfluencethis self-reporting,however). Second,in the currentenvironmentin
the nuclearindustry,circumventionsseemto be a relativelyrare occurrence.

4.2.3 PerformanceShaDin2Factors- --

As previouslystated, existingHRAmethodsrecognize,usuallyimplicitly,a relativelysmallset
of influenceson humanperformance,i.e., PSFs. In addition,currentHRAquantificationmethodsare
typicallydrivenby a single,dominantPSF(e.g., timeavailablefor response).

Giventhe differencesbetweenthe possibleerrormechanismsthatcouldbe the causeof one
unsafeaction,theuseof asinglesetof PSFsforall mechanismsis inappropriate.Eacherrormechanism
has its primaryset of PSFs. A salientfeaturein the refinedHRAframeworkis the recognitionthat
differentPSFsmayapplyto differenterrormechanisms. Forexample,basedon the analysisof actual
events, importantPSFsfor slipsand lapses,includedworkloadandfatigue,the formatof job aids, the
availabilityof appropriatememoryhelpers(checklists,mnemonics,etc.) andcalculators.Forrule-based
mistakesinvolvinginadequateprocedures,PSFsassociatedwith thetechnicalvalidityand completeness
of proceduresor workorders,and coordinationof multipleworkgroups,were foundto be important.
The rateand locationof circumventionswas foundto be stronglyinfluencedby the task design, the
occurrenceof incompatiblegoals or requirements,andthe rewards/penaltiessystemfor compliance.

The importantpoint fromthe event analysesis that no single set of PSFs applyto all error
mechanisms,andthatusinga singlesetof PSFswouldonlybe appropriateif thaterrormechanismwas
themostrisk-significant.Therefinedframeworkprovidesfor an expandedlist of PSFsand the explicit
considerationof multiplePSFs. As observedinthe LP&SPWReventanalyses,the majorityof EOCs,
bothslips andmistakes,were foundto be influencedby multiplePSFs.

4.2.4 PRABasicEvents

Traditionally,thereare three typesof basic eventsincludedin PRAmodels,whichrepresent
humanerrors:pre-accident(orlatent)andpost-accidenthumanfailureeventsandnon-recoveryactions.
Althoughhuman-inducedinitiatorsare recognizedas possibleinitiatingeventcauses,the frequencyof
humaninitiatorsfor at-powereventshas typicallybeensmallcomparedto hardware-causedinitiators.
Consequently,it has been consideredsufficientto captureboth humanand hardwarefailuresin the
initiatingeventfrequencydataforat-powerPRAs. Thisreviewandanalysisof actualplant-specificevent
has indicatedthat humanactionsarethedominantcontributorto LP&Sinitiators.Thus basic events
shouldaccommodatethe uniqueaspectsof humanactioninitiators.
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4.2.5 Pla_t Conditions

Starting with the PRA basic event (involving some unsafe action), events occur with the
combinations of an unsafe act ('operator fails to ...", "technicianinadvertently ...") and a plant condition
in which that unsafe act has risk-significantconsequences. For example, operatorsterminating operation
of a heat-removal system in the condition of significant decay-heat levels is an event of importance in a
PRA, but under other conditions, or involving other systems, the same unsafe act may not be a PRA
basic event. Therefore, unsafe acts must be considered in combination with the plant conditions in which
they are risk-significant.

Plant conditions are the specific features of the plant and its operating state that can influence
human actions performed and can create opportunities for unsafe actions. For example, draindown op-
erations in a PWR LP&S refueling outage requiresmany manual actions by operators under conditions
of limited instrumentation alarms etc. Conversely, maintaining a reactor at-power requires only a few
manual actions (such as performing surveillance tests). To some degree these conditions are implicit in
the plant state defined in the PRA. However, the specific human interactions with the plant are not
defined traditionally in the PRA, especially for actions that could lead to initiating events or other errors
of commission.

A detailed description of plant conditions is necessary to identify the possible situations where
people are almost forced into failure. The influence of plant conditions can be seen from the frequent
and continuous human interventionswith the plant during LP&S operations. For example, combinations
of workload, ambiguous task requirements/instructions,and a lack of supervision led a situation where
operatorsoverdrained the reactor water level beyond midloop within 8 hours of shutting down the reactor
(Prairie Island, Unit 2, in February 1992). This example indicates the level of specification for plant
conditions necessary to be identified in order to potentially define the conditions under which humans are
more likely to fail. R is this level of plant condition description that enables the important identification
of, for instance, EOCs, which primarily resultfrom errors duringperiods of intervention with the plant
(such as changing power levels, performing surveillance testing, or maintaining LP&S conditions).

5.0 ERRORS OF (_OMMISSION

For purposes of this research project an error of commission is operationally defined as an
overt unsafe human action that leads to a change in plant confi&uratiott with
the consequence of a worsened plant state. EOCs are identified as a critical area for HRA
development. The principal reason for this identification is that the state-of-the-art in HRA does not
address EOC modeling. Consequently, EOCs are not currentlycaptured in PRAs. However, the data
analyses have shown EOCs to be dominant contributors to risk especially in analysis of actual LP&S
events. The fundamental characteristicsof EOCs are being examined, in an on-going task in order to
develop EOC modeling methods.

Specific examples of EOCs identified in the plant specific event analyses include:

* RCS overdraining resultingin loss of shutdowncooling;

. Erroneoustermination of safety injection;

• Other actions performed under conditions not well covered by procedures, training,
instrumentation.



The event data represented in the LP&S HACS databases indicated that EOCs are the dominant
unsafe action mode. Furthermore,EOC humaninitiators were found to be more prevalent than EOO
human initiators. On the other hand, the majorityof EOCs committedduringat-power events are non-
initiators (i.e., either pre-accidentor post-accident). EOCs, in general, andEOC initiators, in particular,
should be considered in new HRA methods.

In addition, mistakes have been found to be the predominanterror mechanism of EOCs while
slips have been found to be the predominantmechanism for EOOs. Since slips are more commonly
modeled in at-power PRAs, new HRA methods, which address LP&S, must also include consideration
of EOCs that result from mistakes.

6.0 HUMAN DEPENDENCY

Human dependency can be characterizedby two or more PRA Basic Events (a,b) involving
human actions whose failure probabilities are not independentand therefore causes the probabilistic
relationship P(a,b) _ P(a) × P(b) to be true. Some examples of human dependencies being
examined include:

* direct dependenceon some common externalprocess (e.g., procedure-writingor planning);

• multiple tasks dependenton common PSFs such as supervision, training, andprocedures;

• multiple actions dependenton a single rule-based mistake(e.g., misdiagnosis);

• task-sequentialdependencies where errors in performingtask A influences reliabilityof subse-
quenttask B; and

• direct task interactions, such as failure in Task A causing failure in Task B (e.g., error in
calibratinglevel sensors causingincorrectlevel measurement,which fails operationof mitigating
systems).

There are several differentkinds of dependencemechanisms that can cause these relationships.
For this project the dependence mechanisms being investigated in an on-going task, are those that
influencemultiplehumanactions. These includecommonprocesses, commonPSFs, and other local task
dependencies. Each of these dependencemechanisms is discussed below.

Commonprocesses are those that, by their nature,are common-modeinfluencesto whole groups
of human actions. These include: managementdecisions; work organization, planning and scheduling;
andotherprogrammaticfunctions (e.g., proceduredevelopment)within the plant. Deficiencies in these
processes can lead to poor or erroneousperformancesimultaneously in many plant departments(e.g.,
operations, maintenance), andbetween work teams withindepartments. One simple example is the case
where a lack of work planning led to the simultaneous performance of maintenanceof two redundant
trainsof diesel generatorsduringa refuelingoutage. A secondexample is the developmentof technically
inaccurateprocedures within the procedure-writingfunction, that led to errors in performanceby both
operationsand maintenance.

The category of common PSFs relates to the potential effects of such influences as common
procedures,commonhuman-systemsinterfaces(e.g., workenvironment),andcommontrainingprograms.
Common PSFs can also includepoor morale or behavioralnorms which, for example, can be important



for circumventions. These common PSFs have the potential, if less than adequate, of causing a signif-
icant increase in the failures probabilitiesfor those humanactions affected by them.

An example of such a common PSF was during the event at Oconee Unit 3, in Marchof 1991.
Inthat event, a sequenceof errorsoccurred thatwere largely (thoughnot exclusively) the resultof several
operators separately being misled by an erroneouslabel (i.e., poorhuman-systemsinterface). That label
was not the formal plant label (which was very difficult to observe), but nonetheless misled both the
operators installingthe blind flange and differentoperatorslater checking the installation.

In additionto common processes and common PSFs are the local task dependencies. These are
aspects of the job and the task that result in the probabilities of failure no longer being independent.
Examples could include the influence of a common supervisor, the work being performed in a common
area, or the consequences of timing or interdependenciesfrom one action or failure on another. For
example in the Oconee event, theoccurrence of the failure to properlycheck the blind flange installation,
led to the opportunity for the subsequent testing crew to fail. If the first task had been performed
correctly, the later failure would have become moot. This dependenceis common with many redundant
tasks.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The following subsections discussthe status of this research projectwith respectto resultsto date,
implications of the refined framework, and follow on efforts.

7.1 Results To-Date

Key findings from the actual plant-specific event analyses include:

• Human actions are significant contributorsto risk duringLP&S operations;

• Human-inducedinitiators comprise a significant portion of the observed unsafe actions;

• Mistakes (versus slips) anderrors of commission (versus omission) predominatethe error
mechanisms and n_odes of unsafe human actions which occur during LP&S (when
compared to at-power operations);

• There are frequentlydependencies between human actions, which should be addressed
in aaoition to hardware dependencies;

• The most frequentlycited PSFs are proceduresand human engineering;

s Human actions influencedby multiplePSFs were found to be present in most events of
significance;

• PSFs and unsafe actions appearto be very sensitive to the context of the plant conditions;
and

• Recovery is frequentlyaided by situation-appropriate PSFs such as procedures, training,
and the technical knowledge of the operations and managementpersonnel.
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These results provide _e focus for HRA methodsdevelopment to address the associated deficiencies in
currentHRA methods which were previously developed and used in PRAs for at-power conditions.

7.2 Implications of Framework for .HRA Methods

The insights obtained from the plant-specific event analyses, and in the context of the refined
HRA framework, have several implications with respect to the developmentof new HRA methods. These
include:

• HRA methods must be capableof evaluating a range of differenterrormechanisms, not just those
for which data are readily available. For example, many HRA methods provide data for slips
and lapses. None provideways of quantifying rule-basedmistakes involving technically deficient
procedure, which is perhaps one of the most risk significant mechanisms;

• Both error modes, commission and omission, must be addressed by new HRA methods,
especially in order to realistically model LP&S conditions;

• Dependencies between human actions, shouldbe addressedby new HRA methods;

• Plant conditionsmust be considered in HRA methods: in the determinationof what basic events
are appropriateto model, in the identification of opportunities for unsafe acts (e.g., EOCs), and
in the determination of likely error mechanisms and their associated PSFs;

• New HRA methods must recognize that unsafe acts frequentlyare in.fluencedby multiple PSFs
and that different PSFs may be important to different errormechanisms.

7.3 FollOwOn Efforts

Once the examination of EOCs and Dependencyis completed, the effort for quantificationprocess
development will commence followed by the development of implementation guidelines. Finally, a
demonstration of the methodology using the guidelines will be conducted by PRA/HRA analysts on
appropriately selected events for a BWR and PWR. This demonstration will be used to assess the
usefulness andunderstandabilityof the guidelines including, their ease of implementationand consistency
with expectations and other PRA/HRA results.

Some potential applications also being considered for the refined HRA framework and event
analysis approach/results include:

• General improvementsin the understandingof human contributions to safety (ultimately
addressing both PWRs and BWRs, for both LP&S and at-power operations);

• Identificationandanalysisof trendsof events with respect to humanperformanceand its
contributionto risk;

• Identification of potential improvements that can be made in outage planning and
management;
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• Identificationof potential human reliability improvements that can be made through
changes to for instance, procedures, training, human engineering, and organizational
processes,

s Increased understandingof influences on humanperformance outside the control room
which may be applicable to maintenance activities for both LP&S and at-power
conditions.

In addition, since the data analyses of "real" events performed for this project have identified gaps
between currentPRA methods and the "realworld," the developmentof analytical methods to fill these
gaps may be criticalto the transitionto regulationon the basis of operatingexperience, i.e., performance-
based regulation.
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